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Overal! evaluation of doctoral thesis and study of the doctoral student: 

The objective of the Ph.O. thesis of Petr Vacek was to investigate the mechanism of nucleation of 

extended defects in epitaxially grown GaN and AIN films with large mismatch of lattice parameters. 

The heterostructures for his experiments were obtained via collaboration with ON Semiconductor and 

further investigated at IPM/CEITEC. Most of his work involved careful sample preparation for TEM 

using FIB, PIPS, followed by electron microscopy, mainly TEM but also SEM, and EBIC studies of 

threading dislocations in GaN, including SPM and correlative SEM+AFM imaging of threading 

dislocations and V-defects. 

His Ph.O. thesis consists of 6 chapters. ln chapters 1 and 2, he summarizes the fundamental facts 

related to the crystallography of wurtzite and zincblende lattices, types of defects, and explains the 

principie of the Electron Beam lnduced Current (EBIC) method. Chapter 3 presents the aims of his 

dissertation and chapter 4 the techniques utilized to elucidate these open questions. Ali results are 

summarized in chapter 5, which contains detailed TEM, AFM and EBIC studies of GaN and AIN films 

with different thicknesses and the interpretation of these observations using theoretical models and 

atomistic simulations. ln this part, Petr proposes a simple theoretical model that predicts a spatial 

evolution of intersecting stacking faults in zincblende GaN and explains qualitatively the formation of 

high density of interacting stacking faults in these materials. The predictions of this model are again 

correlated with his TEM studies and recent atomistic simulations of intersecting stacking faults done in 

aur group. Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings. ln particular, it suggests mechanisms by which 

edge/mixed/screw threading dislocations form in wurtzite Ga and Al nitrides, and states that his simple 

model of reactions between partial dislocations correlates reasonably well the experimental data. 

Petr Vacek began his Ph.O. study in the ťali semester of the academic year 2016/2017 when he also 

joined my CEITEC group Multiscale Modelling and Measurements of Physical Properties (RP1 ). 

I quickly recognized that Petr will be a focused and self-motivated student. With the initial help of 



senior electron microscopists at 1PM, he was able to gain sufficient hands-on expertise with TEM 

within about one year. He selflessly helped younger colleagues at 1PM and in CEITEC with their 

imaging needs, participated in the regular Ph.O seminars at 1PM, and CEITEC Ph.O. retreats. ln his 

first year, he received the project for specific research at BUT that covered his participation at the 

2017 Fall MRS Meeting. He was involved in execution of two lnnovation Vouchers (funded by the 

Ministry of Commerce and lndustry of the Czech Republic) with the local start-up company NenoVision 

to enhance the EBIC capability of their SPM LiteScope. Ouring his Ph.O. study, Petr spent 6 months 

working in the group of Professor Rachel Oliver at the University of Cambridge (previously led by 

professor Sir Colin Humphreys, FRS). At the present, he is being considered for postdoctoral positions 

at the University of Oxford and the University of Cambridge. 
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